
Common Disk Management Tasks in Windows  

With all the parts of your PC that need constant care and maintenance one 

of the most valuable is often one of the most overlooked, do you know what I am 

speaking about? The CPU? The cooling fans. How about the cooling fan, or even 

the graphics card? All of these are undoubtedly very important components to 

any  PC they are still often well maintained and even if you said the hard drive you 

would have been close to what I was referring to, one of the most valuable parts 

beside all of the hardware components the most overlooked asset is our data. 

Many experienced IT professionals will tell you time and time again to always 

have reliable backups.  Beyond the need to consistently back up your data, you 

also need to ensure the integrity of your data. To do that you must first learn the 

basics of disk management. Learning how to use disk management is a big step to 

protecting your data. 

 



 To access Disk Management, you can Right click on the Windows logo next 

to the Cortana search bar, then click on Disk Management to enter the disk 

management console. There are several tasks you can undertake while in the Disk 

Management console. 

 

1. Shrink volume- Shrinking a volume reduces a partition’s size so you can 

utilize it elsewhere. To shrink a volume; right click on an eligible partition 

and select; shrink volume then select the size in MB of the new volumes. 

Then select Shrink.  

 

 
 

 

 

2. Extend volume- Extending a volume adds more space to an existing 

volume. Generally, the free space must be adjacent to the volume that 

you wish to extend. There are some exceptions like mount point folder 

to connect two non- contiguous drives or volumes. Call up the pop-up 

menu by right clicking the volume you want to extend if there isn’t an 

appropriate volume to use then this option will be grayed out and 



unavailable then it might be time to consider mounting a folder to 

consolidate two volumes into a larger one. 

 
3. Create Virtual hard desk- Virtual hard disk are often used in servers and 

also virtual machines but virtual disk can also be a valuable tools for 

creating and transporting backups ( Hint! Hint! Hint! don’t get it? okay, 

BACK UP YOUR FILES!!!) Ahem… Back to the subject. To create a virtual 

hard disk first enter into the disk management console; select a 

appropriate volume; find the Action tab click and select Create VHD. 

Then you select location and the size of the virtual disk and finally create 

VHD. 

4. Delete partition- This is as simple as it looks after accessing the menu 

select delete. Be careful make sure of what you are deleting 

5. Format disk- Every disk or removable storage must first be formatted 

before it can be used. Simply call up the menu select format style and 

proceed through the menu. Until the formatting is complete. 

 

These are the basics and introduction to disk management. With 

practice you will be a disk management professional. 

 

 



 


